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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to concisely describe two 
effective and effirient algorithms for Hough transforn~ and medial 
axis transform. New asperts of applying Ihe transfol.ms in tlocn- 
ment processing are also considered. 

1. Introduction 

Generally speaking, a picture processing system consists of 
a aeries of algorithms for rorrespondirtg different tmks. Some of 
them are applied to original images (preprocessing) to extract 
essential features which are t h m  analysed ant1 interprrted by some 
other dgorithns strongly depending on the corlcret,e context. 

Algorithms for picture preprocessing are usunlly controlled 
by a few parmcters. Thrre are many d:-man& on selection of 
the parameters in application of the a1p;oritltms. One of them is 
approxibility of an opelator t h r r q h  another operator which is 
atrnpler but suffirient for application. On thr one hand, the pa- 
rnrrlrtem must he so chosen an to reduce the great amount of the 
original image data. On the other hand, the pmarnetvrs have to 
be so determined for one to get sufficient informal.ion for facili- 
tating interpretation of an imagc. A mathelnatical formulation 
of the requisition reads, that an operator should be approxima, 
ted by another operator which filters out unncwssarj information 
of origind images for the purpose of not overwl~elming the in- 
terpretaticn system, but maintains sllfficirnt information of the 
irnages in order to make distinquishing diffrrer~t cias~es of images 
through different features possible. Another yardstit* to mes- 
sure the goodnms of an algorithm is its stability. An algorithm 
is stable if its application to a slightly different image yields a 
result which only slightly differs from the result of its applice 
t,ion to the original image. Obviously, if a give11 algorithm is not 
stable, the interpretation of its results can become difficult and 
not reliable. Unstable algorithms are usually regularized in the 
sense of Tikhnov. A further important aspect of an algorithm 
is its computational efficiency. Even if an algorithm satisfies the 
other two criteria mentioned earlier, its inefficiency heavily limits 
its application. 

?\mong a lot of algorithms often used in a picture processing 
system, we intend only to investigate Hough irnnsform and medial 
axis transform in thus paper. 'Thcre is a great plenty of literature 
on the two transforms. It is well known, that the H ~ u g h  transform 
is invertible under some suitale conditions. But the instability of 
the reverse transform hinderv an effective interpretation of a trans- 
formed image. In addition, conventional implenlentations of the 
transform are very time-consuming. One of our intentions in this 
paper is to give a detailed description of a new implementation of 

the transform, through which thr tinle consumption for i l r  e x e  
cution is reduced approxin~ately to one eighth. The feasibility of 
establishing a theory on stability anrl regularization of its inverae 
transk,rm is mentioned here but s cornprehrnsive consideration 
has to he sacrilir~d beca~lse of limitation of this paper. The instn- 
bility of medial axis transform ran bc easily verified. A suweslion 
for repplarizin& the transform is made and stability of the regude 
rized transform is considered here. A new algorithm, ahich cnn 
br  very easily prrrdlelized, i s  also given. 

2. Hot~gh transform 

For a given image, the Ilnugh tmnsfonn, sometimes also cal- 
Ird Radon trannform, assigns to each line tI1e integral over the 
i i t ~ a ~ r  aloltg t:iiq line. Thcre exist several varinnts of thc transform 
depending on the parametrimtion of lines and on the approxima- 
tion of the line integals. Tllrrs, are also generalizations of the 
transform for the purpose of detecting some geometricd pattely 
~ i t h  given description through rr~ntrhing methods. 

The trnnsform has been studied by some authors. It is well 
known, thnt the Hough transfmn can be inverttul, indeed, an ex- 
plicit formula Tor the inverse is known ( see e.g. Denns, Natterer 
). It is such known, that this inverse, if considered in a functional 
space, is not bounded. Actually, tlte formula for the inverse trans- 
form contains the operation of derivation whirh is obviously not 
hounded or stable. Nevertheless, the transform has found appli- 
cations in diverse fields. EspedaUy in binmy picture processing, 
the transform yields a slahle and robl~rt menm for interpretation 
of image contenta. The apparent contradiction was more closely 
investigated sincc the question was considered to be of importnnce 
and sltould be settled before practical implementation of the m e  
thod. 

A binary image can be interprebd as a set in the plane ( 
the set of all b l ~ c k  points in the image ). Any s~f lc imt ly  n- 
gular get is uniquely determined by its boundmy. In tlte image 
space of the Horrgll transform a hc~lndary olrve is represented by 
the set. of all tangents of it ( see Eckhardt, Scherl, Yu ). Using 
Hartsdorff metrics, we can establish a theory on the invertibility 
anrl stbbility not only of the transfomt it.self but also its inverve 
transform, if the boundary of a planar compact set ran be a p  
proximnttd through convex curves. Conventional versions of the 
transform were theoretically nnalysed on continuous irnages but 
computatioally implemented on discretr images. The discrepancy 
arising in this precarious situation is surmounted by the new a p  
proach. The theoretical details of this approach wtll be reported 
elsewhere. 
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Deriving fmni tlre theory, we can easily ro~mtruct acorrespon- 
ding algoritlun wl~osc application is cirectively and efficiently. As 
an nsun~ption, we artb give11 a discrvte binary image. The step* of 
the algorithm are: 

n. Extmrr the boundary of thc image using any known dg* 
rithrn dependi~tg on the underlying topological concept; 

h. Run nlor!g the bs-u~dary nlrve and plore the boundary 
poi11t.i nrrording to a given direction; 

c. Starting frrm an arbit,ary Loundary point, nm along the 
bo:lndary if thc IIauslo~ff diulance of the line segment joining the 
starline point and the moving point to the bounda~y part deli- 
~nif.erl by the two pctinr:  lot greater than a prtwLi'>ed nonnega- 
tivr pnramtter charartcrizing the goodness of the approximtion. 
Choose the last pwsible point sat,isfying the condition a* the en- 
ding pc.int. Using the ending point ns stnrting point for the next 
approximating lint yegment, repeat the prrcedin~ process until 
tlw whole boundary is npproximatrd by a series of liuc segments. 

d .  .\srribe the lrngth of ewh line ~egment to the point in 
1lolr&I1 apace whose coordinntc- chnrarterize the lint overlapping 
thc ronsidered line segment. 

The cxperit.ncr n l d e  by us hns shown that we can get a 
time rtduction c.f not less than factor eight compared with known 
co~;ve~~ti t~nal  a l ~ o r i t h ~ .  'rhe I i o ~ ~ g h  space produced throllgh the 
algorithm is in addition sparsely occr~l~ied. This fact makes the 
serch for mnximd values in IIo11gh 3pace very easily and effwti- 
vely. 

:!. .Mcdia1 .lxis Transform 

7 hr pl~ine iz assumed to bc equipped with Er~clidean metrim. 
We denote with Ii(r, r )  a rircle of radius r and rrntre point x. Let 
G bc a compnrt set on the plane. A point z helonp LO the medial 
axis of G ,  if there exists a positive r such that K ( z , r )  lies entirely 
in G and has at least two ronnnon points with the boundary of 
I;. The n~culial axis of G will br drrloted with A f ( G ) .  

It is obvious that the set G call be reconstr~cted from M ( G )  
1111dor some regular conditionr if fur earh point of M ( G )  the radius 
of the corresponding maximnl circle ilmcribed in G is stored simul- 
taneously. The so produced m e d d  axis has usefill properties. For 
example, the medial axis represents the colu~r.rtedness property of 
:hr tmnsformed set in form of a graph. By means of this trans- 
fnrm one can rcduce dnta vnlume of a binary image to its eaaenre 
which facilitates interpretation of the image. The medial axis of 
R plw~ar set can be further tuned ( for instance, by pruning end 
points of the graph ) for al~plicntion in image segmentation. 

As one can read in literature, the corwtruction of medial axis 
of a planar set is ill-posed. That means, little rleviations of a set 
cause great change of its medial axis. This instahility is naturally 
not desirable. So there is necessity for regulari~ing medial axis 
transform. 

A formal regularization theory on medinl axis trtu~sforni and 
a concrete realization on a computer are enviqioned in the present 
paragraph. 

In order to mnke statements on the cor~tinr~o~~sness of the 
reg~larized medial axis transform, we introduce a metrics being 
known as HausdorfT metrics on rompact subsets in the plane. For 
a compact set G and a positive number t ,  we dcime the t-parallel- 
set G ( t )  as the set of all points z in the plane for which there 
exists a y such that the distance between x and y is not g r a t e r  
thnn t in the sense of Euclidean metrics. The HnusdorfT metrics 
hetween two compact sets G 1  and G2 is then defined as 

Given two nom~egative nwnbers p aud q. A point x belongs 
to the regularized medial axis if there exists a r not less than p 

such thal K ( x , r )  lies entirely in G and lu*s at  least two common 
poiutv with the boundwy of G whose Exl idem distance is not 
less than 21 . s in : ,  that means, the angle between tlle two rays 
joinit18 x with each of the two co~nmol~  points respectively is not 
lcss than q. The set of d l  points of the regularized medial axis of 
G will be denoted with MyVq(G).  

The regulariztd medial axis trnnsforn~ has a lot of useful pr* 
perties some of which are only cited hmre. 

Monotony: If pl is not greater than p2, and ql not great,er 
than q?, then Mp ,,,, ( G )  Lies in Mp,,q,  ( G ) .  

:lpprozirnation: Mobo(G) = M ( G )  and for each z out of 
M ( G )  there is nonnegntive p and q such that z lies in M p V p ( G ) .  

Especially significanl is the atahiltty of the regrllwized medial 
axis transform. 

Theorem: Given two compact sets GI and G2 in the plane 
whose HausdorfT distance and the Hausdorff disrancr between the 
two hcrlndaries of the two sets are not greatcr than a positive num- 
ber 6. For predetermined parameten p and q. the r~gularized me- 

1 + e ( 1 )  1+e(L) 
dial axis h$, , (G1)  l i o  in the l;;;;%6-paraUel-set M(Gz)(?;;;;PF6) 

with Ic(r)l 5 c + o(f). hrtherrnore, there are nwnhrrs u, b und 
c, surh that the regularized lnrdial axis h4P,q(GI)  lies in the c6- 
pwdlel-set M a p , b q ( G 2 ) ( ~ 6 )  of (he medial axis of Ci2 regularixed 
with the parameten ap and bq. 

A proof of that thcorem has to be omitted here because of 
lin~itation of the pnper. 

Thr two parn~netrrs p and q 111 the regularizntion can be me- 
nipulated. If we need only rough ~~lfnrmation of a binary image, 
greater parameters p and q should be uscd If h e r  information 
about the original image is needed, vrlc can make the parameters 
sn~nUcbr depending or1 the context. So there arises a natural hier- 
archy of loral as well as globd information about the processed 
image. 

The reg;l~larized nwJia1 axis trnmform can be very easily and 
rel*:livdy efficier~t,ly ( in sense of sequrntial process in^ ) executed. 
F;r implcmcntation of liie tramform, all pixels ill t h ~  imnge, star- 
ting from the originrd point of thr coordinate system, are stored 
clockwise in a onetlimmnsional list corresponding to increasing ra- 
dius. If one has eval~~ated the distnnce between one point of the 
set to be trnxlsformed and the boundary of the set, then the di- 
stance between unr nrighbow of this poilrt and t.he boundary of 
the set can be easily estimated and exactly calculated by meanv 
of trying out not more than thwe radii. 

It is emphasi7ed here that the algorithm hns a structllre ad- 
apting sequential as well as parallel processing, becnuse the t m q -  
form is executed line by lime ( or row by row ) independently. 
In the picture displayed at the end of this paper, the regularized 
medial axis of the backgund is drawn in. 

4. Conclusion 

We have hitherto discussed feasibility of regularizing Hough 
trmsform and rnedid axis transform. The two transforms can be 
combined in natural ways. For instance, one can cnlcdate at  fimt 
the medial axis of the backgrund of a document and then use the 
regularized Hough transform whirl1 delivers the line structure of 
the document. The transfolms were programled on VAX7800 
of Siemens Reserch Center in Miinrhen-Perlach. Considering only 
t,he backgnlnd of a binary image with limited support, it is in- 
teresting for uus to observe that medial axes produced according 
to different n~etrics m d  whose end points having been pruned 
have the same connectedness property. That is aho easy to verify. 
This topological invwiance of medial axes can be utilized if one is 
only interested in segmenting a document by means of topological 
instruments. 
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